“An idea, like a
ghost, must be
spoken to a little
before it will
explain itself.”
—charles dickens
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Charlie Smith: A fond farewell to a friend and favorite
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him, we, his colleagues and friends, are also a little bit in
harlie Smith has been not just my colleague for 27 years –
mourning at the idea that next fall he will no longer be on campus.
as long as I’ve been in this department – but one of my
He is retiring, and I’m happy for him that
favorites and also a friend.
he is, but it’s hard to imagine this department
Charlie came to SMU’s Department
without Charlie.
of English as a lecturer in 1980. He has
Charlie has been an outstanding educator in
risen through the ranks to become a Dedman
a department well known on the SMU campus,
Family Distinguished Professor and has received
and beyond, for great teaching. A dedicated
many awards: twice winning National Endowmentor to his students, he has retained close
ment for the Arts Creative Writing Fellowships;
ties to them even post-graduation, so much
twice receiving the Texas Institute of letters
so that many, many former students attended
Jesse H. Jones Award for the best novel about
his celebratory book launch and reading at
Texas, once in 1973 (for The Thin Men of
DeGolyer Library this fall.
Haddam) and once in 1998 (for Understanding
Charlie has also been a great coworker,
Women). He was a finalist for “Best Novel”
teammate, and collaborator: somehow managfor Purple Hearts from Texas Writers League in
ing to write those 12 books while remaining
2009. I could go on, but instead I will simply
a valued contributor, participating in the
say that, most recently, in Spring 2011, Charlie
common cause to make things work well within
was named a Lon Tinkle Fellow for “sustained
the department.
excellence in a career.”
He is retiring, and I’m happy
It has been a great pleasure to work with you,
Charlie has written articles, book reviews,
Charlie. We will miss you, but look forward
and many, many short stories, and he has also
for him that he is,
in anticipation to your next projects, no doubt
written 12 – yes, 12 – books, and it is his
already underway.
twelfth book, Steplings, about which we are
but it’s hard to imagine this
now so excited.
department without Charlie.
Nina Schwartz, department of English chair
But while we are celebrating that book with
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From the Chair: Looking Forward

T

his year is bittersweet, as is any year in which we face the
retirement of a long-time colleague, great teacher, and
friend. Despite our sorrow over Charlie Smith’s departure,
we are excited for him as he begins new projects and, as a
department, for our vision of the future as we undertake
new ventures and explore opportunities.
This year we are searching for a full-time poet to add to the ranks
of our Creative Writing faculty, not with the intention of replacing
our beloved colleague and extraordinary poet, Jack Myers, whom we
lost two years ago, but with the hope of continuing the legacy
he established. We seek someone like Myers who can both produce
great works for publication and inspire our students in their own
creative endeavors.
This year is also a time for celebration. Former Chair Ezra
Greenspan is a dual recipient of the National Humanities Center and
National Endowment of the Humanities Fellowships – both
tremendous honors, and rarely, if ever, granted to the same scholar.
Greenspan is currently at the NHC in North Carolina’s Research
Triangle, doing research on two important projects, both of which
are discussed in greater detail elsewhere in this issue.
Willard Spiegelman spent a month in the fall as a Fellow at the
Bogliasco Center near Genoa, working on new projects. He has, as
usual, been busy writing: journalism for The Wall Street Journal, the
Dallas Morning News, D Magazine, and Opera News; and criticism
to be published in Blackwell’s Companion to Romantic Poetry, The
Cambridge History of American Poetry, “Parnassus,” “The New
Haven Review,” and The Wordsworth Circle. He is a Fellow of the
Dallas Institute of Arts and Humanities.
Angela Ards, whom Erudition covered last Fall as a recipient of
the prestigious Radcliffe Fellowship, has yet again won an important
honor, a Fellowship at the W.E.B. DuBois Institute at Harvard,
the pre-eminent institute in her field. There, she continues to do
research on her monograph, Affirmative Acts: The Ethics
of Self-Fashioning in Contemporary African American Women’s
Autobiography.
Lisa Siraganian, too, has moved to Cambridge, MA, this year,
where she is a Fellow at the American Academy of Arts and Sciences,
doing research on her second book, Technicolor Textuality:
Corporate Aesthetics, Literature, and Experiential Color in Late
Modernism, 1930-1970. Watch for Siraganian’s first book, Modernism’s Other Work: The Art Object’s Political Life, soon to appear
from Oxford University Press in January, 2012.
Dominic Smith’s new novel, Bright and Distant Shores, was
released in the US in September 2011 to starred reviews from Kirkus
Reviews and Publishers Weekly. The book was shortlisted for
Australia’s The Age Book of the Year and the Vance Palmer Fiction
Prize. Prof. Smith was admitted to the Texas Institute of Letters this
past spring.
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Dual Honor for Greenspan

Jayson Gonzales Sae-Saue, one of our
newest colleagues, has organized an
extensive series of interdisciplinary panels
and symposia on the subject of immigration for the spring semester. Working
with faculty from across the campus
from various departments both in and
outside of Dedman College, and bringing
in nationally recognized scholars from
Nina Schwartz
around the country, Sae-Saue has
scheduled talks, films, and classroom
visits. Many of these events will be open to the public and will
offer students and the university community opportunities to
consider this important topic in more complete and sophisticated
ways than before.
We await the arrival of spring with events, discussions, our
annual Literary Festival and the coming of our newest colleague,
Tim Cassedy. Cassedy is coming from New York University,
fresh from his work at the Lewis Walpole Library where he has
had a research fellowship: stay tuned for a profile on him in our
spring edition.
And we welcome you. Join us. Go to smu.edu/English for the
latest listing of events. Become a friend of the SMU English Department Alumni. Stay in touch. We look forward to celebrating together.

Your Generosity.
Our Gratitude.
The English Department – faculty, students, and staff – is grateful
for the many gifts, large or small, received from donors and
alumni during the past year. Thank you for your continued interest
and support.
This year, the department will direct all non-specified contributions to the Marshall Terry Creative Writing Scholarship Fund,
established to provide financial support to a promising English
major who is fulfilling the concentration in creative writing.
To give to the English Department, contact either Courtney
Corwin at the SMU Dedman College Office of Development,
P.O. Box 750235, Dallas, Texas 75275, or Nina Schwartz at
214-768-3770 or nschwart@smu.edu.

E

zra Greenspan, the Edmund and Louise Kahn Chair in
mately five hundred applications from across the United States, from
Humanities, Professor of English, and former Chair of the
which thirty to forty successful candidates are selected. Each fellow
SMU English Department, has this year been awarded dual
has a specially designated fellowship, and each is expected to pursue
fellowships by the National Humanities Center (NHC) and
his or her project over the course of the fellowship year.
the National Endowment
Prof. Greenspan received the
for the Humanities (NEH).
John Hope Franklin Fellowship,
“Rarely, if ever, have these two
named for the preeminent twentitremendous honors been granted to
eth-century African American
the same scholar in one year,” says
historian who ended his career at
Nina Schwartz, Department Chair.
Duke University. Greenspan is
The NEH, an independent
currently at the NHC.
grant-making agency of the U.S.
“My project (for both fellowgovernment, is “dedicated to
ships) consists of a comprehensive
supporting research, education,
biography of the African American
preservation, and public programs
writer-activist William Wells
in the humanities.” The agency
Brown (1814-1884),” Greenspan
previously awarded funding to
explains. “I hope to publish both
Greenspan during the year 1991-92.
that book and an 800-page
While the NEH fellowship is
compendium of his selected
non-residential, the NHC requires
writings (the latter of which will go
The Missouri Territory farm, in Marthasville, Missouri, where William
its fellows to reside in North
into the Library of America’s
Wells Brown was held in slavery as a child.
Carolina’s Research Triangle,
edition of major American
near Duke and the University of North Carolina. Greenspan
writings) in 2014 — the William Wells Brown bicentennial.”
plans to sequence his fellowships so that they continue into the next
According to Greenspan, Brown is now recognized as the most
fall semester.
prolific, pioneering 19th-century African-American writer, active in
The NHC, according to their website, “is the only major indepenmany genres (including fiction, poetry, drama, travel writing, history,
dent American institute for advanced study in all fields of the
and polemic), and read by a trans-Atlantic audience.
humanities.” The NHC “encourages excellence in scholarship” and
An extensive body of Brown’s work is available on the web and in
“seeks to insure the continuing strength of the liberal arts and to
print form, and while much is being written about him today, Greenaffirm the importance of the humanities in American life.” It is widely
span’s planned biography will provide the fullest account of Brown’s
regarded as the leading humanities institute in the U.S.
life from slavery and illiteracy to literary prominence in the United
Each year, the NHC, in an annual competition, receives approxiStates and British Isles.

Prothro Fetes Marsh Terry

T

he English Department recognizes and thanks Caren
Prothro, civic and philanthropic leader, advocate of the arts
and education, and Chair of the SMU Board of Trustees,
for honoring its own Marshall Terry, Professor Emeritus
of English and founder of SMU’s Creative Writing
Program. Prothro held an October celebration in recognition of
Terry and his latest book, Loving U: The Story of a Love Affair
(and Some Lover’s Quarrels) with a University.
A profile of Terry is forthcoming in the spring issue of this
publication.

Caren Prothro (far right) with Toni and Marsh Terry and their daughter
Mary Benton.
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200 Years, A Dickensian Birthday Celebration

SMU Department of English Fall 2011

Migration Matters: An Interdisciplinary Series

T

his spring, the DeGolyer Library and Department of
English host a 200th anniversary celebration of the birth of
Charles Dickens.
Russell Martin, Director of the DeGolyer, kicks off the
festivities on January 19 by moderating a discussion focused
on Dickens and a collection of works made available to the SMU
libraries by Mustang parent Stephen Weeks. SMU Professors Beth
Newman and Steve Daniels (retired) join Weeks on the panel, lending
their considerable knowledge and expertise in Victorian literature.
“Stephen Weeks has assembled an absolutely stunning collection
devoted to Charles Dickens,” Dr. Martin says. “It is remarkable
for both its depth and breadth.”
According to Dr. Martin, Weeks’
collection contains over 700 volumes
of first editions and “parts” editions,
those monthly installments favored by
Dickens and other 19th-century writers.
“Because of their fragile paper
wrappers, and due to the fact that they
were often passed from person
to person, and read literally to pieces,
the survival rate for ‘Dickens in parts’
is rather low,” Dr. Martin says.
Dr. Martin explains that what also
sets the Weeks collection apart from
others is the “verbal and visual feast” of
Image 1
the iconography – over 2,000 pieces –
including prints and drawings by Halbot K. Browne (“Phiz”), Joseph
C. Clarke (“Kyd”), F.W. Pailthorpe, George Cruikshank, and others.
“It is an honor for the DeGolyer Library to be able to mount this
exhibit and to publish a catalogue devoted to the Weeks Collection,”
Dr. Martin says. “Through this exhibition, we’ll all gain a much
better understanding of Dickens – how he influenced his original
readers and how he influences us today.”
The Dickens retrospective continues on March 29, 2012 at 6:30 pm,
when SMU hosts a Gilbert lecture featuring Rice University’s Helena
Michie, a professor of English and expert on Victorian literature.
Prof. Beth Newman calls Michie “a wonderfully eclectic critic.”
According to Prof. Newman, while Michie’s main scholarly interests
are in Victorian literature and culture, she has also published on such
contemporary issues as twelve-step narrative as autobiography, popular
advice books about childbirth, and the discourse of AIDS. She has long
been involved with the Dickens Project at UC Santa Cruz, which
unites academics and non-academics interested in the study of Dickens.
“Helena’s quirky topics get obliquely at the heart of what
we think we know,” says Prof. Newman. “Victorian honeymoons.
‘Sororophobia.’ She is an interesting and ideal speaker for this
bicentennial event.”
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Kayla Walker Edin, Ph.D. Candidate in English at SMU, was in
attendance at the recent conference of the Victorian Interdisciplinary
Studies Association of the Western United States where Michie was
the keynote speaker.
“Dr. Michie kept us on the edge of our seats as she described a
decade’s worth of archival research – a rare and wonderful feat for
an academic speaker,” Walker Edin says. “I am thrilled that one
of the top scholars in my field will be visiting SMU this spring, and
I look forward to another riveting presentation.”
Check the DeGolyer Library calendar at http://smu.edu/cul/
degolyer/events.htm for updates and further developments on
the festivities.
Barbara Stewart, SMU English ’08, Master of Liberal Studies ’11,
contributed to this story

ssistant Prof. Jayson Gonzales Sae-Saue arrived in Dallas
last fall eager to generate broad discussions on an
important state and national topic. He planned to bring
immigration to the forefront of thought on the SMU
campus and help students grasp how this issue is implicated in the social, cultural, and legal dilemmas of the next generation.
This coming spring, Prof. Sae-Saue and the English Department
take an enormous stride toward that goal of understanding by
spearheading an upcoming series of events titled Migration
Matters: An Interdisciplinary Series on Immigration at the U.S.Mexico Border.
Prof. Sae-Saue says, “This program will provide for the SMU
community and the Dallas public at large a sustained interdisciplinary discussion on an issue which is certain to inform our students’
intellectual identities well beyond their college years.”
The program, a monthly series of discussions that culminates in
three April events, brings together prominent artists and leading
academics from across university disciplines, including: Political
Science, English, Cultural Studies, Sociology, Anthropology,
Linguistics, and Theology.
Featured among those artists and scholars are Luis Urrea, author
of the best-seller The Devil’s Highway and the highly acclaimed
novel, The Hummingbird’s Daughter; and Luis Fraga, Russell F.
Stark University Professor and Professor of Political Science at the
University of Washington. Professor Fraga is the author of Latino
Lives in America: Making it Home and is one of six principal
investigators on the Latino National Survey (LNS).
The event’s funding reflects the university-wide support for the
initiative, with support provided by: The Office of the Dean,
Dedman College; the Geurin-Pettus Program; the Scott-Hawkins
Fund, the Human Rights Program; the Department of English; the
George and Mary Foster Distinguished Lecture in Cultural Anthropology; and the Center for the Study of Latino/a Christianity and
Religions at Perkins School of Theology.

Dickensian
Celebration

Image 1: Charles Dickens, Sketches by Boz (London: Chapman &

Hall, 1837). The first of 20 monthly installments, 1837-1839;
illustrations by George Cruikshank.
Image 2: Original pen and ink drawing by Joseph Clayton

Clarke (“Kyd”) of the character Old Wardle, for a later edition of
Pickwick Papers.
Images 1 and 2 are from the Stephen Weeks Collection.

DeGolyer Library
Panel Discussion
January 19, 2012, time tba

Image 3: Charles Dickens, engraving by Edward Finden after

portrait by Daniel Maclise, in The Life and Adventures of Nicholas
Nickleby (London: Chapman & Hall, 1839).

_

Image 4: Charles Dickens, engraving by Edward Finden

after portrait by Daniel Maclise, in The Life and Adventures of
Nicholas Nickleby (London: Chapman & Hall, 1839).

Helena Michie
March 29, 2012, 6:30 pm

Images 3 and 4 are part of the Mary Ellen Fisher and Harold
Wilson Fisher Collection, DeGolyer Library.
Image 3

Image 4

Calendar of Events:
Most events will be held at McCord Auditorium. The panel on
Thursday, April 26 will be staged in the Great Hall (Prothro
Building) at Perkins School of Theology.
Thursday, January 26, 6:30 to 8:30: Luis Urrea, novelist and essayist.
Author of the best seller The Devil’s Highway and the highly acclaimed
novel, The Hummingbird’s Daughter.
Wednesday, February 22, 5:30-7:30: Panel with Maria Herrera-Sobek,
Chicana/o and Border Studies, UCSB; Josiah Heyman, Anthropology,
UTEP; and Roberta Villalon, Sociology, St. John’s College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences.
Thursday, March 29, 5:30-7:30: Panel with Luis Fraga, Director,
Diversity Research Institute and Professor, Department of Political
Science, University of Washington; Luis Plascencia, Social and
Behavioral Sciences Division, Arizona State University; John Lipski,
Professor of Spanish Linguistics in the Department of Spanish,
Italian, and Portuguese at the Pennsylvania State University.
Monday, April 2, 5:30: Nancy Foner, Distinguished Professor of
Sociology at Hunter College and the Graduate Center, City University
of New York, will present the 2012 George and Mary Foster Lecture in
Cultural Anthropology. Dr. Foner works on the comparative study of
immigration – comparing immigration today with earlier periods in the
United States, the immigrant experience in various American gateway
cities, and immigrant minorities in the United States and Europe.
Wednesday, April 4, 6:30-8:30: Film Screening (Lone Star or
El Norte, tba)
Thursday, April 26, (Time tba): Panel with Daisy Machado, Professor
of Church History, Union Theological Seminary in the City of New
York; faculty of SMU’s Perkins School of Theology; and a speaker to be
announced. Dr. Machado has a great interest in the concept of “borderlands” not only as a specific geographic location but also as a social,
economic, political, and personal location for Latinas and other women
of color within a dominant culture. Discussions to include a first-hand
account of a border-crossing experience.
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Tshele Takes Caine Prize
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King Sings and Simply Writes

I

Like Darfur
t wasn’t until 2006 that Elizabeth Tshele began
to take her writing seriously. Tshele came
s I speak a small, frail woman who has no
to SMU’s English department as an M.A.
more to tears to cry (because she has cried all
candidate and was awarded that degree in 2007,
hers, and even borrowed other people’s),
but credits Professors Beth Newman and
closes
her
blank, blank eyes and dies from something
David Haynes for “getting her in line” as a student
unseen,
starved
child toiling on her wilted breast –
and giving her “the courage to go for it.” Prof.
in the end, he bites off the nipple. No one will ask
Rajani Sudan encouraged her to apply to Cornell’s
why or how the woman died; they might only
creative writing program, where she is now working
wonder how she lived that long, and why, and perhaps,
on an MFA.
for what.
“You don’t necessarily appreciate things until
The dead bodies that decorate the earth remind
you move on,” Tshele says. “And then you think,
me
of flowers growing unexpectedly in a colorful
‘those guys were amazing.’”
hunger
for life. They are not just decorating it, they
Tshele was awarded the Caine Prize for African
Elizabeth Tshele
are
also
rotting into it, crumbling, breaking down,
Writing in July 2011 for the short story Hitting
flesh fast framed, framing, into red earth. The putrid, putrid smell of
Budapest, published in The Boston Review under Tshele’s pen name
the bodies is like one’s kind, best friend. It is possible to hear it
NoViolet Bulawayo. Hitting Budapest is the tale of a group
exclaim, hey there! When you open your eyes in the morning. It will
of impoverished children stealing guavas. It was called “a story of
also rub your back with humming hands when you go to sleep,
moral power and weight” by one Caine Prize jurist.
and those times that you may happen to lose your way in blood-red
The prize will come as no surprise to Tsehele’s former SMU
dreams, it will somehow carry you home, like a newly-found hope.
creative writing classmates. Her talent, even then, was obvious.
I am also wondering if he had to die so carelessly, that fat man?
Catching up with Tshele by phone in late September, I congratuWithout
any clothes on – ah, what a lack of self-esteem, what a lack.
lated her and asked about the pseudonym. “NoViolet,” she says,
The hammering, hammering stench of fear that will never cease.
is like Godknows and Fraction (names of characters in her story),
Whose blood is this that baptizes the wind? It’s a little thicker than
and is typical of names translated from Shona, the language spoken
usual, that’s all. A torso, a long torso without the rest of the body,
by the vast majority of Zimbabweans. “Bulawayo” is her hometown
like it just bloomed from itself. And that beautiful, beautiful child,
in Zimbabwe, which she hasn’t visited in twelve years. She misses
her long legs frozen in scattered flight towards a reddened, black
home but wonders, after so much time, if returning to Zimbabwe
road, the wind counting the strands of hair on her missing head,
would cause her to long for the US and her home here.
I wonder just whose child she is.
Tshele wrote her first story while in third grade, she believes.
After high school, she and her sister moved to Michigan to live with
By Elizabeth Tshele
an uncle and attend community college. It was there a creative
writing instructor suggested that she become a writer.
Reprinted from Erudition, 2007, Issue 2
“I didn’t understand,” she says. “I didn’t know any writers.
I couldn’t afford to study writing. I came to America to study law.”
Tshele’s change in career is being celebrated and rewarded.
In addition to the Caine Prize, Tshele’s stories have been shortlisted
Alum News & Notes
for the 2009 SA PEN Studzinski Award, and her work has either
appeared, or is forthcoming, in The Warwick Review, Callaloo, and
harlie Lewis (BA English ’07) is starting the low-residency
also anthologies in Zimbabwe, South Africa, and the UK.
MFA program for nonfiction at Bennington College in January
This semester, she is teaching creative writing and human rights
2012.
literature classes at Cornell, which gives her an opportunity to
Michael
Widner (MA English, ’06) is finishing his Ph.D. in
“connect with students in a way that helps them write true and stronger
medieval lit at UT-Austin and has been awarded an NEH Digital
stories.” Between classes, Tshele is “fine-tuning a novel,” completing
Humanities Start-Up Grant for “Bibliopedia,” a research tool
her memoir, and working on a film project. And she is preparing for
for the humanities that cross-references citations from scholarly
another winter in Ithaca. In winter, at least, she misses Dallas.
articles and books.
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Shelley Strock, SMU English ’07, Freelance Writer
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adison King (BA English ’09) does not wear her heart
on her sleeve, but she does wear a sleeve tattoo
graphic representation of T.S. Eliot’s The Love Song of
J. Alfred Prufrock, her favorite poem, the one she
volunteers to teach each year to English students at
First Baptist Academy in downtown Dallas, her high school
alma mater.
King is a poet and a jazz, country, blues singer-songwriter,
guitarist, a former Baptist praise song leader, and aspiring English
Ph.D. student. Needless to say, she is a study in contrasts.
King readily admits she was, perhaps, not the most motivated
undergraduate student, despite being articulate, confident, and
brilliant. In fact, she remembers a time that Prof. Greenspan called
her into his office and said something along the lines of, “Your paper
is written so well I want to give you an “A,” but it’s so obvious you
didn’t read the work that I can’t.”
“I took that as a compliment,” King laughs.
Greenspan told her to keep writing, as did then-visiting professor
of poetry Jennifer Key, who went out of her way to help. The advice
and help is paying off. King is still writing. Not poetry, but songs.
And she is recording them. She released her first cd, Darlin, Here’s
To You, in July 2011.
“Writing a song is nothing like writing poetry,” King says. “But
knowing how to write well makes me able to produce more interesting songs.”
King describes her songs as “uncomplicated.” She says that she’s
not trying to be groundbreaking, but simply wants to make the kind
of songs that she likes to listen to, songs with good melodies and

Lit Fest: Fall and Spring

beautiful stories, like those of Lauryn Hill, Elton John, and Billy Joel,
whom she says she could listen to all day.
And, while King can’t listen to anything that doesn’t have a hook,
she can’t write one either.
“I’m a Nazarene, but I ain’t Jesus.”
“I don’t need you coming here to kiss me when I got a bottle I can
put my lips around.”
“I’m hungover cause I’m so hung up on you.”
“Don’t ever sell a .44 to a girl with tears in her eyes.”
And this writer’s personal favorite:
“There’s a chain of effect your
affection of affection took on me,
I’m stuck between two worlds I’m
straddling.”
Madison King straddles
words and worlds
and, quite simply, writes
great songs.
Madison is the proud
daughter of Judy King,
Administrative Support,
Office of Academic Affairs,
Peter K. Moore.
Darlin, Here’s to You is
available on iTunes, at Amazon.
com, and at King’s website: madisonking
music.com

Quit Your Day Job

S

ince the 1980s, SMU’s Literary Festival has fostered a sense
of literary community both on the campus and in the Dallas
community at large. Each spring, the festival nurtures new
talent and brings together students and established writers
in workshops and readings.
Expanding on that tradition, this past October Visiting Assistant
Professor Paul Otremba organized a small-scale, first-annual fall
festival. Award-winning poet Jennifer Grotz, assistant professor of
English at the University of Rochester, and SMU’s own Dominic
Smith, celebrated novelist and visiting assistant professor of creative
writing, provided their expertise.
“There’s a stimulation of energy and fresh creativity that is evident
after these events.” says Prof. Otremba. “I wanted that experience
for our students, in the fall and spring.”
continued on page 8

(An Excerpt)

You don’t know it yet but today is your last day at The Herbert
Hoover Museum. Tomorrow, you will be unemployed.
You’ve worked at The Herbert Hoover Museum for a little over
three years now. You are a front desk employee, meaning you get
paid about two dollars above minimum wage to sit behind a
computer and wait for visitors. If and when some poor, unfortunate
soul chooses to visit The Herbert Hoover Museum, you charge
them admission: $4 for adults, $3 for seniors, $2 for children,
beautiful women get in free. In three years, you have let seven
women in for no cost.
— SARAH MILLER
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Lit Fest: Fall and Spring continued from page 7
This coming spring, the 2012 SMU Literary
Festival begins Thursday, March 22 and runs
through Saturday, March 24. Events are free and
open to the public.
As of publication, the award-winning speaker
lineup includes:
Shannon Cain, 2011 Drue Heinz Literature Prize
Amina Gautier, 2011 Flannery O’Connor Award
for Short Fiction
Krys Lee, February 2012 release of her story
collection
Dean Bakopoulis, O, The Oprah Magazine #1
Title to Pick Up Now
Poets include
Martha Rhodes, Green Rose Prize
Corey Marks, editor of American Literary Review
Tyhemba Jess, poetry book of the year by Black
Issues Book Review
Eduardo Corral, winner of both the 2011 Yale
Younger Poets Series and Whiting Award
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